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Contact Center: Introduction

A contact center is a business division within an organization that manages customer interactions. Unlike 
a call center which receives requests only by telephone, the contact center handles inbound and outbound 
customer communication over multiple channels such as telephone, web, chat, email, and traditional mail. 
Contact centers use various types of advanced technology to help resolve customer issues quickly, to track 
customer engagements, and to capture interaction and performance data.*
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Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021
Start of the pandemic

Expansion of UI 
infrastructure (AWS)

New PUA contact 
center launched

Contact center 
expert onboarded

Text to file

Expansion 
of live chat 

Onboarded 
vendor agents

Call back/ 
call scheduling

IVR self-service 
capabilities

FTEs and 
intermittent 
staff

QA team 
established

Workforce 
management tool

Workflow solution 
for email tracking

AI added to 
chatbot

P3 team 
onboarded

Key 
technology 
contracts 
signed

*What is a Contact Center? – Amazon Web Services (AWS)



Contact Center: The Evolution
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 A manager was hired to oversee this transitioning contact center.
 The impact of the global pandemic is realized within unemployment.

 Dwindling federal funding and low unemployment rates forced a reduction in call center 
footprint from 130 staff (2015) to 50 (2020).

 A heavy reliance was placed on self –service for claim intake so remaining customer service 
representatives could focus on more complex matters.

 In late 2019, began a tiered/triaged approach to call center workflow to allow for development 
of UI experts moving from entry level claim inquiries up to more complex matters preparing 
them for a future in claim adjudication.

Q4 2019

Q1 2020



Contact Center: Initial Pandemic Service Challenges
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 Unemployment staff did not have the technology required to shift to a teleworking environment.
 Limited contact center infrastructure configured to onsite phones.
 No mobile devices.
 Limited VPN access (OJI requires VPN).

 Website performance suffered due to drastic increase in traffic. 
 Caused additional spikes in incoming calls.

 Latency with the OJI application causing delays in processing.
 Split batch processing.
 Moved to 24/7 batch processing to slow down the processing delays.
 Caused misaligned communications, led to more calls.

 Due to increased load on the contact center, infrastructure began to experience performance 
issues.
 Busy signals, dropped calls.

 PIN reset became an issue for claimants already in the UI system.

Q1 2020

Approximately 5 million incoming calls in the month of March.



Contact Center: Response to Initial Service Challenges
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 Implemented a soft phone option allowing agents to handle calls via the internet.
 Deployed VPN access which allowed agents work remotely.
 Provisioned volunteer sister agencies (500 agents) with access to assist with FAQs and PIN 

resets.
 JFS and OCSEA (Ohio Civil Service Employees Association) partnered to provide headsets 

and peripherals needed to answer incoming calls.
 Deployed Lenovo Unified Workspace so all non-mainframe applications are accessible 

remotely.
 CBTS created a dedicated infrastructure to handle the increased call volumes.

Q1 2020



Contact Center: Continued Service Challenges
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 Third party integrations began to experience issues due to influx of volumes - OJI processing.
 PIN reset continues to pose a problem, removed basic requirements as an attempt to address 

the issues.
 Callers still experiencing dropped calls, incoming volumes continue to increase.

 With the expansion of infrastructure by CBTS and AWS infrastructure serving as a backup 
to CBTS dropped calls ceased.

 However, callers are unable to reach agents – staffing levels cannot keep up with incoming 
call volume.

 Processing statistics – notification delays cause confusion for claimants:
 Documents generated by OJI: 3/17/20 – 4/9/20 6,225,120
 Documents generated by OJI: 3/17/19 – 4/9/19 647,179

 Lack of sufficient data to make data driven decisions to improve contact center.
 Incoming traffic continued to increase, initial shortfall of agents approximately 4,000.
 Assessment by industry expert complete, new realization we do not have the capabilities 

to efficiently run a contact center.
 Technology, tools, operations, process, oversight, quality, resources.

Q2 2020



Contact Center: Response to Continued Service Challenges
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 OJI batch processing ceased from falling behind, however we were now delayed by 2 weeks.
 Text to speech enhancement implemented which reduced wait times.
 Ohio Department of Transportation provided a solution leveraging their Citrix environment.
 Onboarded contact center expert (Accenture) to conduct an assessment, 

provide operational support, and deliver recommendations to improve the contact center.
 Batch processing speeds began to increase, allowing jobs to begin closing the 2-week gap.
 Launched AWS Connect as the PUA call center infrastructure and backbone of existing UI 

infrastructure – no more dropped calls or busy signals.
 Deloitte onboarded for PUA contact center support.
 Introduced text to file capabilities to reduce traffic to the contact center.
 Based on claimant feedback, new Interactive Voice Response (IVR) introduced for callers to 

receive automated answers to specific questions based on the top 10 types of calls.
 Executed contract with Direct Interactions and Robert Half to assist with traditional 

UI contact center agent support.
 FAQ chat bot added to the website and increased interactive chat licenses.

Q2 2020



Contact Center: Continued Service Challenges
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 Fraud issues surfaced:
 Stopped back dated payments, caused PUA processing delays.

 New agent training isn't sufficient to answer complex claimant questions (learning curve and staff 
turnover).

 Repeat callers – new variation of the ongoing challenge:
 Case studies captured.
 Claimant X: multiple questions even though assistance is received (10 repeat outreaches -

not uncommon).
 Contact center challenges would not be overcome by increasing agents, need additional 

technology solutions.

Q3 2020



Contact Center: Responses to Service Challenges
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 Developed first iteration of the surge plan.
 Built reporting and data analytics dashboards to help drive decisions.
 Reintroduced call back and call scheduling campaign (pre-pandemic virtual hold).
 Implemented call disposition to track the primary reasons why individuals are calling the contact 

center, utilize data for identifying caller trends and use data for possible justification for further 
self service enhancements enhanced training focus opportunities, etc.

 Implemented UI technology to allow claimants the ability to get general self-help assistance 
within the IVR.

 Began hiring state employees (FTE and intermittent) to increase agent staffing levels.

Q3 2020



Contact Center: Responses to Service Challenges
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 Implemented agent call recording for vendors to track quality and enhance claimant experience.
 Released Request for Proposal (RFP) for innovative technology:

 A virtual agent for the contact center to address less complex self-service items.
 Preventative methods to warn claimants of potential issues before they submit claims so 

they can clear the issue to avoid adjudication delays (via a virtual agent and robotic process 
automation).

 Self-service adjudication via a virtual agent to allow claimants the opportunity to clear 
issues with assistance of a virtual agent.

 Enhanced chatbot that incorporated artificial intelligence technologies.
 Introduced dedicated quality team.
 Added call scores, agent coaching and counseling to improve quality.
 Hired vendor to assist in agent training efforts, goal to train everyone to Tier 2 level.

Q3 2020



Contact Center: Service Challenges and Responses
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Challenges
 Annual/seasonal unemployment rate.
 Changes to the CARES Act impacted existing system configurations.
 Performance and staffing challenges.
 Additional resources needed from a surge perspective.
 Unpredictable nature of the pandemic.

Responses
 Dissolved contract with contact center staffing vendor.
 Signed new contract with Insight Global.
 Increased capacity with Deloitte and Direct Interactions.
 Continued to hire additional state staff to increase agent capacity.
 Introduced a workforce management tool to manage internal and vendor staff call, chat 

productivity and efficiency, staff schedule adherence.

Q4 2020



Contact Center: Service Challenges and Responses
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Challenges
 Increased traffic due to the changes in the CARES Act.
 Increased traffic due to the impacts of fraud (1099 questions).

Responses
 Surge plan to adjust to increased volumes.
 IBM contract - innovative technology.

Q1 2021



Contact Center: On the Horizon
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 Innovative technology (IBM):
 A virtual agent for the contact center to address less complex self-service items.
 Preventative methods to warn claimants of potential issues before they submit claims so they 

can clear the issue to avoid adjudication delays (via a virtual agent and robotic process 
automation).

 Self-service adjudication via a virtual agent to allow claimants the opportunity to clear issues with 
assistance of a virtual agent.

 Workforce management system enhancement.
 Claims management CRM (Customer Relationship Management system - Salesforce).
 Expansion of call back and call scheduling.
 Continued increase in agent capacity and training.
 Implement quality management tool.


